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Thermal diffusion and chemical kinetics in laminar biomaterial due to heating
by a free-electron laser

M. Shane Hutson, Susanne A. Hauger, and Glenn Edwards*
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~Received 9 October 2001; revised manuscript received 7 March 2002; published 17 June 2002!

We have theoretically investigated the role of thermal diffusion and chemical kinetics as a possible dynamic
explanation for the preferential ablative properties of infrared radiation from a free-electron laser~FEL!. The
model is based on a laminar system composed of alternating layers of protein and saline. We have compared
exposure to 3mm where water is the main absorber and 6.45mm where both water and protein absorb. The
picosecond pulses of the superpulse are treated as a train of impulses. We find that the heating rates are
sufficient to superheat the outer saline layers on the nanosecond time scale, leading to explosive vaporization.
We also find that competition between the layer-specific heating rates and thermal diffusion results in a
wavelength-dependent separation in layer temperatures. We consider the onset of both chemical bond breaking
and the helix-coil transition of protein prior to vaporization in terms of the thermal, chemical, and structural
properties of the system as well as laser wavelength and pulse structure. There is no evidence for thermal bond
breaking on these time scales. At 6.45mm, but not 3mm, there is evidence for a significant helix-coil
transition. While the native protein is ductile, the denatured protein exhibits brittle fracture. This model
provides a dynamic mechanism to account for the preferential ablative properties observed with FEL radiation
tuned near 6.45mm.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.061906 PACS number~s!: 87.50.Hj; 44.05.1e; 82.39.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments demonstrate that the free-electron la
~FEL! is a particularly effective tool for etching soft bioma
terials with remarkably little damage surrounding the s
when tuned to wavelengths near 6.45mm @1#. Based on
these observations, human neurosurgical@2# and ophthalmic
@3# procedures were developed and have been perfor
successfully. As for the underlying physical mechanis
these results cannot be accounted for with models so
based on average penetration depth. A thermodynamic m
has been proposed to account for the wavelength depend
suggesting that the optical, thermal, and mechanical pro
ties of protein as distinct from saline are important@1#. How-
ever, the dynamics and how they relate to the superp
structure of the Mark-III have not been well understood.

Here we present a dynamic theory to account for
wavelength and pulse-structure dependence in terms of
mal diffusion and chemical kinetics in a laminar system t
is highly representative of cornea as exposed to FEL ra
tion. We find that the competition between the layer-spec
heating rates and thermal diffusion results in a waveleng
dependent separation in layer temperatures that increase
the nanosecond time scale. As a consequence, signific
more protein denaturation accumulates at 6.45mm than at
3 mm. Native protein is ductile, whereas denatured protei
brittle. We attribute the preferential ablative properties of
FEL, tuned to wavelengths near 6.45mm, to the brittle na-
ture of denatured collagen.

*Corresponding author. FAX:~919!-660-2671. Email address
edwards@fel.duke.edu
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II. THEORETICAL MODEL

We have chosen to model cornea for two reasons. F
there is extensive experimental data to support the mo
@4–10#. Second, the regularity of its structure allows a re
tively detailed theoretical treatment. Cornea is predominan
composed of highly ordered, alternating sheets of the pro
collagen and water, each about 30 nm thick. Collagen m
ecules are assembled in cylindrical bundles, each 22–32
in diameter, which are aligned and close packed in the p
tein sheets.

The FEL produces a superpulse, i.e., a 2–6ms burst of
picosecond pulses at a repetition rate of 2.85 GHz@11#. Su-
perpulses are typically repeated at 10–30 Hz. FEL exp
ments demonstrate that material removal begins within
superpulse on the 100-ns time scale@12#. Since thermal dif-
fusion over a distance of 30 nm in an aqueous environm
occurs with a relaxation time of about 850 ps@13#, the pico-
second pulses may be idealized as impulses to a good
proximation. On the other hand, the 350-ps pulse separa
was considered explicitly.

Thermal diffusion is typically described with Fourier
equation, where laser heating of the medium is accounted
by an additional source termQ, to yield the heat balance
equation,

rcp

]T

]t
5k¹2T1Q, ~1!

where r is the density,cp is the specific heat at constan
pressure,T is the temperature, andk is the thermal conduc-
tivity @14#. We apply the heat balance equation to a lamin
system representative of cornea. The specific geometry
half space of air (z,0) overlying 500 alternating 30-nm
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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FIG. 1. Thermal response to
single impulse at~A! 3 and ~B!
6.45mm. The range for each trac
is 50 K, as shown for the case o
3 mm and 350 ps. The absorptio
depth for protein is 100mm
(8 mm) and for saline is 1mm
(12 mm) at wavelengths of 3mm
(6.45mm), respectively@1#. The
refractive index is 1.00 for air and
is uniformly 1.35 for cornea. The
density is 1540, 1000, and
1.29 kg m23, the specific heat is
1560, 4184, and 1005 J kg21

K21, and the thermal conductivity
is 0.195, 0.602, and 0.0292
W m21 K21, for protein, saline,
and air, respectively@5#.
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layers of protein and saline (0,z,15 mm) with a semi-
infinite saline substrate (z.15 mm). The protein has the op
tical and thermal properties of collagen, and both air a
saline are characterized by distinctive optical and ther
properties@1,5#. Differential absorption as well as reflectio
and interference are taken into account to determine the
tial pattern of heat deposition in each layer@15#. Scattering
of midinfrared radiation is a small effect and is not include
Laser irradiation is normal to the layer surfaces with
Gaussian profile (1/e2 radius of 50mm), i.e., the axisym-
metric system reduces the analysis to two dimensions. W
the radial thermal relaxation time for a 50-mm spot size is
milliseconds@13#, our interest is for times shorter than se
eral hundred nanoseconds. Thus, a one-dimensional cal
tion on thez axis is a good approximation.

The model calculations were performed with local, te
porally truncated, axisymmetric Green’s functions in Hank
Fourier space as a modified version@16# of the multilayer
thermal diffusion model@17#. To reduce the calculation to
one dimension, the conjugate radial variable in Hankel sp
was set to zero. Thermal responses in Fourier space w
calculated with an axial spacing of 6 nm, multiplied by t
Fourier transform of the FEL pulse structure, and fast Fou
transformed to yield the temperature riseDT(z,t). The use
of a fast Fourier transform required that the temperatures
calculated on an evenly spaced frequency~and thus tempo-
ral! lattice. For reasonable calculation times we implemen
2048 lattice points with the temporal truncation of t
Greens’s functions limiting useful temperature informati
to the first 512 lattice points. Sets of calculations were
for varying temporal lattice spacings~1 ps, 10 ps, 70 ps, 350
ps, 7 ns, 700 ns or 3.5ms) depending on the time regim
under consideration. Programs to calculate temperature
tributions were written in Array Basic and executed with t
GRAMS/32 interpreter.
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For completeness, we have considered two complicatio
It has been pointed out that the use of Fourier’s equation f
to account for the finite speed of thermal wave propagati
which is accounted for by the hyperbolic heat conduct
equation@18#. Our comparison of the two approaches r
vealed small deviations limited to the first few picosecon
following an impulse. In addition, rapid heating by a pic
second FEL pulse results in transient pressure pulses, te
MPa in magnitude, that decay within several picoseco
with a small volume expansion and an inconsequen
amount of work.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Laser heating and thermal diffusion

The FEL wavelengths of interest are 3mm, where water
absorbs strongly, and 6.45mm, where both water and protei
absorb@1#. One mJ per impulse is delivered to a Gaussi
spot of 50mm (e22 radius! and the temperature is tracke
on the symmetry axis. Figure 1 summarizes the thermal
sponse to a single impulse. Distinctive patterns in tempe
ture are evident from 10 ps through 1 ns due to the diff
ences in absorption for protein and water in this lamin
system. Interlayer diffusion and an indication of a surfa
enhancement are evident on the nanosecond time scale
10 ns the temperature profiles are independent of lam
structure. Exponential decay inz due to Beer’s law is eviden
at all times.

It is instructive to introduce some physical concepts
interpret this relatively simple case before proceeding t
consideration of a train of impulses. As shown in Fig.
remnants of the layer-specific absorption patterns remain
til several nanoseconds after the laser pulse. At 3mm, the
saline layers are relative heat sources and the protein la
are relative heat sinks during that period. In contrast,
6-2
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FIG. 2. Thermal response to
train of impulses. Surface layer
exposed to ~A! 3 and ~B!
6.45mm. Layers 200 nm below
the surface exposed to (A8) 3 and
(B8) 6.45mm. In addition, the
FEL superpulse structure, protei
~solid! and water~dotted!, is com-
pared to a 16.2 ns pulse with th
same average energy, prote
~dashed! and water ~dot dash!.
The initial temperature was 25 °C
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6.45mm the protein layers are heat sources relative to
saline layers. Although the air temperature nearz50 rises
significantly on the nanosecond time scale, this tempera
rise results from heat diffusion of only a small fraction of t
thermal energy content in the surface protein layer. Due
the much lower density of air, as represented by the res
tive thermal conductivities, air is not effective as a heat si
The ratio of ksaline:kprotein :kair is 21:7:1. Figure 1 indi-
cates that thermal relaxation is incomplete at 350 ps,
when the next pulse arrives in a macropulse.

Figure 2 summarizes the thermal response to a train
such impulses separated by 350 ps, demonstrating a
tively shallow ‘‘staircase’’ or ‘‘saw tooth’’ on a rising back
ground temperature. Competition between the layer-spe
rates of energy absorption, i.e., direct laser heating, and
rate of thermal diffusion results in wavelength-depend
temperature differences between adjacent saline and pr
layers on the nanosecond time scale. At 3mm, the laser en-
ergy is predominantly absorbed by the saline layers. The
of direct laser heating outpaces the rate of diffusion losse
the saline layers and consequently the temperatures o
protein layers increasingly lag behind~framesA andA8). At
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6.45mm, significant laser energy is absorbed by both
protein layers, and to a lesser extent, the saline layers.
rate of direct laser heating again outpaces thermal diffus
resulting in a temperature enhancement of the protein la
compared to the adjacent saline layers~framesB andB8).

The temperature difference in a neighboring pair of p
tein and saline layers is exaggerated at the surface~framesA
andB) when compared to 200 nm into the material~frames
A8 and B8). For each wavelength, the temperature of t
outermost saline layer is comparable to the subsurface sa
layer, which we define as that layer 200 nm below the s
face. However, the temperatures of the surface and sub
face protein layers differ significantly. At 3mm ~framesA
and A8), the temperature of the surface protein layer la
behind the subsurface protein layer. The temperature of
surface protein layer~frame A), which has only one neigh
boring heat source, rises more slowly than the subsurf
protein layer~frame A8) that is sandwiched between tw
heat sources. This situation is reversed at 6.45mm ~framesB
andB8), where the temperature of the surface protein la
exceeds the subsurface protein layer. The temperature o
surface protein layer~frame B), which has only one neigh
6-3
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boring heat sink, rises more quickly than the subsurface p
tein layer ~frame B8) that is sandwiched between two he
sinks.

Calculations~not shown! in which the surface layer is
saline instead of protein show comparable effects. At 3mm,
the temperature of the surface saline layer greatly exce
the underlying saline layers because the surface layer is
jacent to only one protein heat sink. At 6.45mm, the tem-
perature of the surface saline layer lags behind the unde
ing saline layers because the surface layer is adjacent to
one protein heat source. Thus, the enhancement in the
face temperature differences is due to two features. First,
a property of laminar materials where the layers have dist
absorption coefficients for the incident radiation. Second,
ambient air layer must be a relatively poor heat sink, i.e.,
thermal conductivities of each laminar material must exc
that of air.

A comparison of Figs. 1 and 2 indicates that for the
exposure conditions a single impulse will not lead to vap
ization. In contrast, a train of impulses with a repetition ra
of 2.85 GHz does rapidly heat the saline layers to tempe
tures well in excess of 100 °C. Saline is superheated w
the volumetric rate of energy depositionq8 exceeds the rate
at which energy is consumed through the growth of pre
isting vapor phase nuclei@19#. This criterion can be written
as

q8.rhlVV8~ t !, ~2!

where r is the density of saline,hl is the latent heat of
vaporization,V8(t) is the rate of bubble growth, andV is the
density of preexisting vapor phase nuclei. ForV
51015 m23, the bubbles grow into a continuous vapor pha
in 100 ns@20#. Using this estimate ofV, the exposure con
ditions at 3 and 6.45mm satisfy the criterion for superhea
ing by five and three orders of magnitude, respectively.
atmospheric pressure, the spinodal limit for superheated
ter is theoretically estimated to be 305 °C and the high
superheating temperature observed for an aqueous salt
tion is 302 °C@19#. Thus as shown in Fig. 2, the temperatu
of the saline layers increases until the onset of homogene
nucleation of the vapor phase near the spinodal limit, i
explosive vaporization.

B. Chemical kinetics

Thermal diffusion in this laminar system needs to be c
sidered in light of several characteristic temperatures
shown in Fig. 3. First, we assume 302 °C is the superh
limit for saline. The temperature profiles shown in Fig.
correspond to the time at which the hottest saline layer
exceeds this limit. Second, collagen denaturation via
helix-coil transition is broad, with a peak temperature
65 °C @6#. Third, thermogravimetric measurements demo
strate a broad feature with a slow-heating (3 °C/min) pe
decomposition temperature of 307 °C@7#. This thermal de-
composition was found to be a second-order reaction, at
uted to breaking of the amide bond. In the following, we w
consider the consequences of heating to these critical
peratures on the 10-ns time scale.
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The kinetics of thermal decomposition can be treated w
the Arrhenius model for a second-order reaction,

1

C

dC

dt
5A2Ce2E/RT(t), ~3!

whereA2 is the Arrhenius prefactor,R is the gas constant,E
~82 kJ/mol! is the activation energy @7#, and
C (3.14 mol L21) is the residue concentration for collage
@8#. We were unable to find a literature value for the prefa
tor; however, analysis of the thermogravimetric data@7# does
yield a good approximation. More specifically, we observ
that the concentration of material can be reasonably appr
mated as inversely proportional to temperature for the
composition process centered at 307 °C, yielding a prefa
of 3.03104 L mol21 s21. This value is consistent with a
peak decomposition temperature of 307 °C at a heating
of 3 °C per minute. However, the Arrhenius model indica
that essentially no thermal decomposition occurs on
100-ns time scale for the temperatures indicated in Fig.

Since hydrolysis of the amide bond is an exothermic p
cess@9#, we also investigated the possibility of spontaneo
thermal explosion@21#. The essential concept underlyin
thermal explosion is a competition between two process
The exponential temperature dependence of the exothe
reaction rate, now the heat source under consideration, c
petes with the linear temperature dependence of heat d
sion, the mechanism for heat loss. If the source overwhe
the loss mechanism, the chemical reaction self-accelera
rendering the system thermally unstable. In mathemat
terms, the resulting transcendental equation does not ex
a solution for all parameters. The absence of a solution

FIG. 3. Thermal response to a train of impulses at~A! 3 and~B!
6.45mm. The initial temperature was 25 °C. The horizontal lin
mark three characteristic temperatures: 65 °C, 302 °C, and 30
~see text!.
6-4
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THERMAL DIFFUSION AND CHEMICAL KINETICS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 061906
taken to be the onset of critical phenomena, in this c
acceleration of protein decomposition. The critical parame
d is geometry dependent, with a value of 0.84 for a disc. T
system is thermally stable ford less than 0.84 and unstab
otherwise, where

d5
QEr2A2C2

kRT2
e2E/RT. ~4!

Q(4.31310220 J) is the heat release due to the exotherm
reaction@9# andr ~15 nm! is the characteristic length, i.e., th
half-layer thickness. This analysis indicates that for the te
peratures summarized in Fig. 3 this system fails to satisfy
criterion for spontaneous thermal explosion by 12 orders
magnitude. This is due in part to the relatively small val
for A2, which was determined by our reanalysis of the th
mogravimetric data@7# as described above.

Having ruled out photothermal bond breaking on t
10-ns time scale, we turn our attention to collagen dena
ation. Measurements of the endothermic denaturation of
neal collagen have been accounted for in an approxim
fashion with first-order kinetics,

1

C

dC

dt
5

RT~ t !

hNa
e(11DS* /R)e2Ea /RT(t), ~5!

where Ea (106 kJ mol21) is the activation energy an
DS* (39 J mol21 K21) is the activation entropy@5#. Figure
4 plots the fractional collagen denaturation calculated by
tegration of Eq.~5! up to the time of explosive vaporization
Heating due to 6.45mm radiation results in approximatel
1% denaturation in the outer protein layer at the onse
explosive vaporization at 16.2 ns. The amount of dena
ation due to 3mm radiation, at the onset of explosive vapo
ization at 2.8 ns, is a factor of 5000 less. This difference
due to the exponential dependence on inverse tempera
While this analytical treatment is applicable until the onset
explosive vaporization, we can comment on later times. T
fractional denaturation will continue to increase up to t
onset of material removal, which has been observed on
100-ns time scale@12#. In addition, during explosive vapor
ization the energy stored in the superheated liquid is rap
converted to latent heat, vaporizing;40% of the saline@19#.
The temperature of the saline layer falls towards 100
where the temperature is a function of pressure. Furtherm
during vapor expansion the pressure in the saline layers
the stress in the protein layers increase until the outer pro
layer~s! mechanically fail. Thermomechanical measureme
indicate that collagen is ductile in the laminar regions
cornea with an ultimate tensile strength of approximately
MPa, but when thermally denatured this protein exhib
brittle fracture at ultimate tensile strengths around 1 M
@10#. At 3 mm the ductile collagen strains when stressed
the expanding vapor and consequently stores stress en
Stress increases and propagates until tensile failure, whe
stress energy is released and contributes to collateral d
age. In contrast, at 6.45mm the brittle denatured collage
fractures when marginally stressed and consequently h
tendency for less collateral damage.
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This analytical approach allows us to investigate the
fluence of the superpulse structure, viewed as a train of
cosecond pulses with a repetition rate of 2.85 GHz. In p
ticular, a 16.2-ns pulse with the same average power as
superpulse exhibits similar thermal responses. However
shown in Fig. 2 the longer pulse duration replaces the st
case and sawtooth with temperature ramps. Figure 4 i
cates that the staircase associated with FEL irradiation le
to marginally greater accumulation of denatured collag
i.e., picosecond pulses are not essential for this applicat
Instead, the key feature is the separation in layer temp
tures as shown in Fig. 2, driven by the competition betwe
the layer-specific heating rates and thermal diffusion.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have tracked thermal diffusion in a laminar syste
representative of cornea, as heated by a FEL at rates
satisfy the criterion for superheating of saline. At these te
peratures and pulse durations, the model predicts no d
photothermal breaking of chemical bonds. However,
6.45mm the outer protein layers heat to temperatures su
cient to denature collagen on the 10-ns time scale. Con
quently, 6.45-mm irradiation avoids the accumulation an
subsequent propagation of stress energy seen at 3mm.

Although we modeled a very specific pulse structure a
tissue geometry, these results can be generalized in
ways. First, the key dynamic processes occur within tens
nanoseconds, a consequence of the heterogeneous o

FIG. 4. Fractional collagen denaturation at the onset of vap
ization at~A! 3 or ~B! 6.45mm. Denaturation due to the FEL su
perpulse structure~solid! is compared to that due to a 16.2-ns pul
with the same average power~dashed!. In ~A!, heat diffusion
through both surfaces of each protein layer is evident.
6-5
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and thermal properties of biomaterials. Thus, the preferen
ablative properties of the FEL are a consequence of h
average power on the 10-ns time scale as opposed to
specific superpulse structure. Second, while the laminar
ometry of stroma renders the mathematics tractable, it is
essential to support the conclusions of this theoretical mo
Diffusion is strongly geometry dependent and the tendenc
for the diffusion rate to increase in cylindrical and especia
spherical geometries. An increased diffusion rate would
duce the separation in layer temperatures and its subseq
effects. In contrast, the separation in layer temperatu
would become more pronounced for larger protein ass
or

h

ys
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blies, e.g., extracellular matrix. Subject to these compet
influences, we expect similar effects to be observed wh
ever the rate of heat diffusion between the heterogene
components of a biomaterial is slow compared to the rate
laser heating.
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